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Abstract. There is strong evidence to suggest that a significant proportion of traffic on Web
servers, across many domains, can be attributed to Web robots. With the advent of the Social Web,
widespread use of semantic Web technologies, and development of service-oriented Web
applications, it is expected that this proportion will only rise over time. One of the most important
distinctions between robots and humans is the pattern with which they request resources from a
Web server. In this paper, we examine the arrival process of Web robot requests across Web
servers from three diverse domains. We find that, regardless of the domain, Web robot traffic
exhibits long range dependence (LRD) similar to human traffic. We discuss why, at least in some
cases, LRD in robot traffic may not be generated by heavy-tailed response sizes as in the case of
human traffic.
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1. Introduction
Traffic on the Internet from Web robots has increased significantly as they have grown in importance
and number. These agents are a critical component of many applications, services, and information
repositories that must continually collect data off of the Web. A Web robot can be defined as an autonomous
system that sends requests for resources to Web servers across the Internet. The robot then analyses these
resources to gain some knowledge in order to fulfil a specific purpose in a broader context.
The proliferation of social networking sites and features has led to a dramatic increase in the volume of
time-sensitive and dynamic information posted to the Web. Many organizations believe that this information
is very valuable because it can contain users’ opinions about products and services or thoughts about current
events. This increase in the volume and value of information has led to the development of contemporary
Web robots that take on specialized functionality [7], make frequent visits to Web sites [14,6], and employ
advanced algorithms to ensure thorough crawls [1,15]. For example, modern Web robots crawl news and
social networking sites and user blogs to harvest emotional thoughts and feelings [13].
Given the ever-increasing importance of Web robots, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of
their traffic across servers in different domains. Robots and humans may differ in the pattern of their
resource requests to a Web server [1]. A robot may send requests at a constant rate to retrieve many different,
possibly unrelated resources. A human, however, may deliberately visit a site to retrieve specific information
and will request resources according to the behaviour of a Web browser. Thus, despite the significant
evidence that human requests exhibit long range dependence (LRD) [4,10], we cannot assume that arrivals of
Web robot requests also exhibit such long range dependence.
In this paper, we examine the arrival process of Web robot requests to Web servers from three different
domains. The analysis reveals that, similar to humans, robot traffic does exhibit long range dependence
(LRD). Because LRD in Web traffic is associated with the heavy-tailed nature of either the response size or
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inter-arrival time distributions, we investigate these possibilities for Web robots. Whereas LRD in human
traffic is associated with the response size distribution, we find evidence to suggest that in certain domains,
LRD in Web robot traffic may be related to the distribution of inter-arrival times.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 provides an overview of LRD.
Section 4 examines LRD in robot traffic. Section 5 evaluates the mechanism underlying LRD in robot traffic.
Section 6 offers conclusions and directions for future work.

2. Data Description
In this section, we summarize the robot and human traffic measured from three Web servers from
different domains: a university bookstore E-business (Coop) server, the Roper Center for Public Opinion
Research (Roper Center) server, and the University of Connecticut School of Engineering (SoE) academic
server. The Coop server hosts a Web application that allows visitors to browse items in a catalogue of
merchandise without requiring them to sign-up or register. The Roper Center server provides a large volume
of data about public opinion polls and also hosts an application that requires a login to search for and
download public opinion datasets. Finally, the SoE server hosts traditional Web pages offering information
about the school, faculty and students.
We collected http requests that were logged on these servers between August 1st and September 17th
2009. These logs contain a single record for each http request which includes the sender's IP address and
user-agent field, resource requested, request time, and response code. Each request was classified as human
or robot by comparing its user-agent field against a database of regular expressions representing well-known
Web robots. We choose this simple technique over many robot detection algorithms [8,9,16] because it
effectively obtains a sizable sample of robot requests to permit meaningful statistical inferences.
Table 1 summarizes robot and human requests over this six-week period. The demands on each Web
server vary widely. For example, the Coop server receives between 3 and 4 times as many requests as the
other two servers. However, although the SoE server services the smallest total number of requests, it
consumes over twice the total bandwidth of the other two servers. The difference between robot and human
activity across these servers may be exacerbated because of the different access levels of the Web
applications hosted on the Roper Center and Coop Web servers. Whereas any robot can access the Coop
Web application, it cannot access the Roper Center application without authorization.
Table 1: Summary of human and robot requests (Coop; Roper Center; SoE)
Statistic

Aggregate

Human Traffic

Robot Traffic

Total Requests

4,586,201; 1,409,734; 1,087,826

4,439,685; 1,339,803; 947,524

146,515; 69,931; 140,302

Average Req/day

95,545; 29,369; 22,663

92,493; 27,912; 19,740

3,052; 1,457; 2,923

Bytes Transferred (GB)

24.22; 15.32; 81.84

20.65; 12.27; 66.3

3.57; 3.06; 15.55

Average Bytes/day (GB)

0.5; 0.32; 1.71

0.43; 0.26; 1.38

0.07; 0.06; 0.33

Unique Resource Requests

5,014; 69,213; 74,061

4,980; 64,396; 34,516

2,555; 5,744; 58,115

3. Long Range Dependence (LRD): An Overview
Long Range Dependence (LRD) is a property of time series processes that are self-similar, that is, where
the correlation between measurements increasingly farther away does not appreciably diminish. Because of
these very long-range correlations, a plot of the number of events per unit time does not smooth out as
measurements become coarser. LRD analysis is critical to design high-performance Web servers. For
example, Web server performance models incorporating LRD behaviour are more accurate [12] and energy
efficient [5]. Thus, given the increasing proportion and sophistication of Web robots, learning if their traffic
exhibits LRD is critical for Web servers to achieve high performance.
|
Self-similarity and LRD are formally defined as follows. Given a stochastic process
1,2,3, … where each
is sampled over the same time interval, define the m-aggregated time series
1,2,3, …

by summing the values of the original process over non-overlapping

consecutive ranges of size m (m is also referred to as the lag of the time series). Then, X is m-self-similar
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with parameter H if
for all t, that
t
is, if thee m-aggregatted time seriies is proporrtional to thee
fi
scale. Furthermore,
F
, X is long-rrange depenndent if bothh processes X and
original proocess at a finer
have the sam
me asymptotiic variance and autocorreelation as
∞.
∞ the auttocorrelation function w
will behave as
If the process is LRD, as thhe lag
E

~

where

i the mean value
is
v
of the process,
p

i its variancce, and 0
is

1. Thee

impact of thhis power-law
w decay cann be realized by summing
g across all the
t lag m auttocorrelation
ns. When thee
process is not
n LRD, ∑
∞, thus beeyond some lag m the autocorrelati
a
ion will drop
p to zero ass
future meassurements beecome independent of thhe past ones taken
t
from longer
l
than ssome lag perriod ago [3]..
When the process is LR
RD, however,, the sum is infinite.
i
Thiss means that in a LRD proocess the auttocorrelationn
depends on an infinite number
n
of preevious measuurements.

4. LRD Analysis
A statisstical approaach to determ
mine if a process is LRD
D is to estimaate its Hurstt parameter [3],
[ which iss
defined as
1
/2. Becausee of the restriictions on , H must falll between 0.55 and 1 if an
nd only if thee
process is LRD. Manyy proposed techniques
t
t estimate H can prodduce inconsisstent results even whenn
to
D
estiimators may also be biased against laarge or smalll values of H
evaluated using synthetiic data [3]. Different
and can perrform poorlyy depending on the periodicity, non-sstationarity, and noise off the time series. LRD iss
unlikely to exist, howeever, if seveeral estimatoors cannot co
onsistently estimate
e
of H
H. Thereforre, to ensuree
accuracy, we
w verify connsistency in the estimates of H proviided by a suiite of estimaators. This su
uite includess
the R/S plott, the periodoogram, waveelet analysis, and the Whiittle estimatoor.
We plot the R/S staatistic and peeriodogram of robot req
quests in Figuures 1 and 22. A R/S plot shows R/S
S
statistic evaaluated at diffferent lags and
a the lowerr and upper dotted
d
lines correspond
c
tto boundariess where H =
0.5 and H = 1. The R/S
S estimate is the slope off the straight line that besst fits the R/S
S statistic. Similarly, thee
slope of thee best fitting straight linee in the perioodogram in Figure
F
2 correesponds to thhe periodogrram estimatee
of H. The agreement
a
beetween these estimates suuggests that Web
W robot trraffic is LRD
D across all th
hree servers..
In Table 2, we additionnally include the Hurst paarameters co
omputed throough wavelett analysis, an
nd provide a
p
m
95% confiddence intervaal for the Whhittle estimatte. The waveelet estimate closely agreees with the periodogram
estimate, annd nearly alll estimates fall within the confiden
nce interval of the Whiittle estimatee. Thus, ourr
analysis stroongly suggessts that, regarrdless of the domain, Weeb robot trafffic does exhiibit LRD.

Figuree 1: R/S estim
mation (Coop; Roper Centerr; SoE)

Figure 2: Periodogram estimates (Co
oop; Roper Ceenter; SoE)
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Table 2: Summary of Hurst parameter estimates
Server

R/S

Periodogram

Wavelet

Whittle [95% CI]

Coop

0.65

0.76

0.74

0.73 [0.72, 0.73]

Roper Center

0.59

0.56

0.51

0.53 [0.49, 0.57]

SoE

0.96

0.95

0.89

0.99 [0.96, 1.04]

5. LRD Generation
A well-accepted model that explains the generation of LRD traffic considers streams of Web traffic that
alternate between ON and OFF periods, where the distribution of ON times is governed by the heavy-tailed
and OFF times are associated with the heavy-tailed inter-arrival times of
response sizes with parameter
requests with parameter
[4]. The aggregation of many such streams forms a self-similar fractional
Gaussian noise process with Hurst parameter
times consistently show a heavier tail (
distribution of response sizes.

,
/2. Since the distributions of ON
3 min
), generally, LRD in Web traffic is associated with the

The distribution of response sizes for human traffic can be related to the heavy-tailed distribution of files
hosted on a Web server. If we assume that all Web clients have a sufficiently large cache that is seldom
emptied, the distribution of the sizes of all responses should approach the distribution of resources hosted on
the server as the number of clients considered increases. Web robot traffic, however, is distinct because each
robot may or may not take advantage of a client-side cache to store resources. Furthermore, robots may be
unable to interact with Web applications the same way that humans do, preventing them from accessing the
same type of information. Thus, it is likely that the LRD in robot traffic could instead be associated with the
OFF time distribution (the inter-arrival times of requests) and not with the heavy-tailed distribution of the
requested resource sizes.
To examine this further, Table 3 lists the values of
and
for robot traffic for each server. These
estimates were obtained using the maximum likelihood method across a range of values at which the heavytail can start, choosing α that best fits the empirical data according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-offor the Roper Center and SoE Web servers, LRD in robot traffic on these
fit statistic [2]. Since
servers is associated with the response size distribution. On the Coop server, however, we find that
. Inother words, LRD in robot traffic over an e-commerce server may be generated by the distribution of
inter-arrival times.
Table 3: Heavy-tail parameters for ON/OFF periods
Server
Coop

3.88

3.68

Roper Center

2.25

3.33

SoE

2.28

3.69

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper examined whether Web robot traffic exhibits LRD across Web servers in three different
domains. The estimates of the Hurst parameter obtained using several different methods are all in agreement,
suggesting that Web robot traffic is indeed LRD, regardless of the domain. Our further analysis revealed that
in some cases this LRD may be generated by the distribution of inter-arrival times and not by the distribution
of response sizes as in the case of human traffic. Our future research will investigate why LRD in robot
traffic across e-commerce servers depends on inter-arrival times, and will assess how this LRD in robot
traffic impacts Web server performance.
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